
FACEBOOK 

By Ken W. Simpson 

 

WHY WE LIKE IT: If a picture’s worth a thousand words there must be a million of them 

on the 9 pages.’Our man in Australia’ who doesn’t miss a thing… 

 

Facebook  

 

Human dignity  

torn and tarnished.  

A violin  

without any strings.  

 

When I first joined Facebook a few years ago - it was a relatively harmless ‘over the fence’ 

gossip type of site - with political comments of the barroom kind. In Australia the naive still 

supported Bill Shorten - as  leader of the ALP - unaware that he had sold out to the LCP.  

 
Obama amazingly had a lot of support. NATO had bombed Libya to rubble. US mercenaries 

- Al Qaeda - lynched President Gaddafi. Those who dared to see through Obama’s glib 

histrionics - and say so - were accused of being racist. The US had been getting away with 

murder ever since WW2 - but we din’t know it back then. 



 
There was nothing intellectual about Facebook. It was mostly bottom of the drawer 

opinionated bigotry and bias - though harmless - and hardly entertaining. It was easy enough 

to block your enemies  - or delete lines you didn’t like. Facebook then was good at 

remembering birthdays and anniversaries - and still is.  



 
But things have changed. Facebook now is a hunting ground for predators. 

I took the opportunity to post a number of short political essays - to publicise the truth - and 

explore the lies being published and broadcast by the mainstream media - in collaboration 

with the governments of Australia and the US. The US covered up its history of  

destabilisation - exploitation - and terror - since WW2 - by hypocritically pretending to be  a 

two party democracy.  

 
 



I pointed out that the US hated democracy - and had destroyed the economies of nations 

that dared to represent the people - throughout the Middle East - South America - 

Yugoslavia - Africa - and parts of Asia.  

For a time my posts received no attention whatsoever - but I persevered - and kept reposting 

them  

 
The comments on Facebook were mainly about  US warmongering and corruption. Even 

Americans appeared to be waking up to the lies and hypocrisy of their government - and in 

particular - the  disastrous reign of Donald Trump. A matter of great concern was the 

incarceration of Julian Assange and to a lesser extent - that of Chelsea Manning. Lee Camp 

provided superb stand up political satire.  



 
Then people began liking my posts in ever increasing numbers. I began a program in which I 

invited Facebook friends to read and hopefully like my posts.  



 
Early on I was overwhelmed by  friends who had no wish to read my posts. Instead they 

wanted some sort of relationship - and some even called me dad.  

Numerous young women propositioned me - by initially asking if I had hangouts - even 

sending me their telephone numbers and explicit sexual images and videos.  



 
To try and control my program - I stopped accepting many females as friends - but it was 

unsuccessful - because most of the males I accepted in good faith as Facebook friends - 

were not interested in reading my posts - and tried to start relationships - despite my request 

that they read and hopefully enjoy my posts - that I regretted I didn’t have time to chat with 

them - and that it was not a socialising site.  



 
Despite these problems my posts were being read - and I was flat out for several weeks 

thanking readers.  

I closed the program - mainly because of the nuisance factor - of having to deal with so 

many friends who only wished to chat - propositioning me - get financial help - or help to 

emigrate to Australia.  

The hardest part was dealing with people from Gaza - who were genuinely cases of hunger 

and poverty - and I couldn’t help them. There were also genuine cases of poverty from 

people in Africa. Some couldn’t get work - students couldn’t afford to pay the fee to sit for 

exams - or who couldn’t continue at school  because of poverty - caused of course by US 

destabilisation and exploitation. The governments were corrupt and not interested in helping 

the people. Democracy was not allowed to exist in Africa. I had mistakenly thought China 

may have invested in Africa  - and help lift the economy.  

Despite having closed the program - I was kept busy thanking those who liked my posts - 

when I got blocked. To get back again - I answered a puzzle correctly - but got blocked 

again.  

Apparently my correct email and password were not sufficient confirmation. It seemed I was 

being  deliberately banned. Why? Probably because the truth is anathema to the 

establishment - and Zuckenberg represents American values - which are based on lies - 

disinformation and propaganda.  

Nevertheless I am grateful to Facebook for the exposure. I did manage to publish the truth 

and expose the media’s hypocrisy - propaganda and lies -  to not enough people - but the 

seeds have been sewn.  



Facebook is a dangerous place - particularly for young people. Unless you personally know 

your friends - making friends with strangers can be perilous - for Facebook is indeed a 

hunting ground for predators.  

Most Facebook followers appear to be only interested in themselves - with no social 

conscience - and very few moral principles or ethical standards. Friendships are superficial. 

This is not surprising in a world of economic and social decay - where many have to graft a 

living - because there is no government help for those in need.  

Africa has been raped. The great destroyer has been the US - which has laid waste to much 

of the world - while hypocritically pretending to be free and democratic.  

This has resulted in an increase in ghetto dwellers - an increase in crime - and incarceration  

- an increase in the disparity between the mega rich and poverty - and an increase in the 

homeless - because social welfare can’t cope without a viable healthcare system. 

Facebook reflected this in the attitude of its followers. It is full of selfies and selfishness - 

because that’s all many of them have left. Are we already slaves to the New World Order?  

949 words.  

 

AUTHOR’S NOTE: I decided to use Facebook to promote my essays  and poetry. Purely 

selfish. I wasn;t there to help anybody - except me .- and surprisingly I got away with  some 

very harsh criticism of American foreign policy - of the more than seventy odd years of 

infamy since WW2. I was posting essays - and getting a huge number of followers - most of 

whom were not interested in my material - but were seeking relationships. It was hard to 

keep the women at bay. The young ones were the worst - from all over the world . If I were 

younger I would have become a Casanova or a Dun Juan - because many were beautiful 

babes - which surprised me - and I thought there must be a drought of young eligible men - 

because I was 88 years old. Anyway - eventually I had to block all women as friends - 

because I couuldn;t cope.  I did have some loyal young women - who actually read - and 

liked - my posts. I also made friends with some Africans who  - like the poor Palestinmians - 

were suffering from food shortages - which worsened due to the  pandemic.. I regret having  

lost them - when Zuckerberg - or his reps - decided to block me. I did try to get back - but 

failed. I have been effectively blocked and have no wish to rejoin.  

 

AUTHOR BIO: AUTHOR’S BIO:  An Australian poet and essayist - educated at Scotch 

College (Melbourne ) and Swinburne Art School - taught art - began writing short stories - 

switched to writing free verse poetry and essays - with a poetry collection - Patterns of 

Perception - published by Augur Press (UK) in January 2015. 43 Allamanaa Blvd - 

Lysterfield - Victoria - Australia - 3156 


